
Tough as Polyurethane, Soft as Rubber

• Longer, Extended Work-Life

• Flexes to Shed Mud

• Keeps Your Planter/Drill  
  Running Smooth 

• Guaranteed for 3 Years*
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Resilient for All Soil Conditions

Flexible Polyurethane - Pliable  
  enough to absorb variations in the soil 
     surface

      Longest Wear-Life - Engineered  
         with the highest puncture resistance 
           to easily resist damage from corn 
            stalks, soybean stubble, & more.            stalks, soybean stubble, & more.

           Sheds Mud - Polyurethane has 
            an inherently non-stick surface,  
           matched with flexibility that flings 
         off any sticky mud & dirt build up.

     Guaranteed for 3 Years* -  
    Changing out gauge tires is not fun or 
  cheap - we guarantee you won't have to   cheap - we guarantee you won't have to 
do it as often. 

Universal Fit
Available in both offset configurations to fit 
all split rim types. 

Distributed By:

No-till fields can be rough on tires. 
Vegitation stalks and jagged rocks 
can make for a bumpy ride for 
your seeder/drill. AgriTraxx® 
AirCore™ acts like an additional 
shock absorber, conforming to 
debris & helping to maintain 
consistent seed depth. This also 
prevents the gauge tire from 
compacting the soil and promotes 
seed development.

3 Year Warranty
We developed the AgriTraxxWe developed the AgriTraxx® AirCore™ in the 
field with the help of farmers all over the country. 
Our trials proved they last a really long time. To 
back it up, we provide a written guarantee the 
AgriTraxx® AirCore™ will last you 3 years of No-till 
farming or we'll replace them. 

CROSS-SECTION VIEW

CROSS-SECTION VIEW

For No-till farming to be as efficient as possible, the equipment needs to be as 
precise as possible. Precision starts from the ground up and your gauge 
wheels need to handle very aggressive terrain while being soft enough to not 
compact the soil. We made the solution - get the wear-life of polyurethane 
with the ground pressure of an air-filled rubber tire. 

*Refer to terms and conditions at www.SuperiorTire.com
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